miseries attending ambition, and the horrors and bloodshed that stain the basrets of 
the passive. But when we examine the results 
of his career, we and all who are acquainted 
with the facts of the case are compelled 
to acknowledge with reverence and awe the 
workings of a divine Being. What then did 
the causes of this scourge of humanity, as 
the deposition would have, accomplish? 
It staid that flood of ignorance and 
barbarous superstition, which like a mighty 
avaronc threatened to sink beneath 
its-turbid tide, all the learning and 
civilization of which the world could 
 boast. It not only overthrew an Oriental dynasty 
but established European rulers in its stead. 
It broke the monopoly of the Eastern world 
by the impulsion of Western energy and 
superior civilization, even as England's 
present mission is to break up the mental 
and moral stagnation of China by pouring 
upon and through them the impulsive 
current of Anglo-Saxon commerce and